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ABSTRACT 

The play “The Birthday Party” outlines the difficulties looked by the general population in the second 
50% of the twentieth century. It speaks to the existential issues among the post-war ages who have 
surrendered life and stuck in absolute isolation. The elderly class have been living by an ordinary means; in 
any case, they are made to endure by more youthful class in plentiful ways. Life in the post-war period is 
viewed as a dull stage ever of. The conditions were totally negative to maintain and lead an existence in the 
specific hopeful state of mind. Pinter has depicted this feeling of being and presence in sensational approach 
through his stories giving the picture of danger and enduring in the post-war period. The examination paper 
is a unique work to exhibit the humanistic-existential approach of Pinter towards post-war social orders. It is 
a push to contemplate the ontological difficulty that has constrained these people to depend on supreme 
disconnection, hauling their life toward mayhem, tension, trouble, dread, danger, and versus articulate 
absurdism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The play “The Birthday Party” speaks to the adolescent who has surrendered the outer threatening 
world. Along these lines, the characters exhibited in the play are sitting out of gear, sluggish, and filthy more 
often than not. Stanley, the hero is given shelter by the elderly couple in the motel. He, as a rule, awakens 
late in the day and reflects upon the post-war youthful London age. Such people are foul, muddled and a 
smear on family and society. These people have hauled families towards dread and tension. The individual 
and family respect of such people is cheapened and lost. The play depicts the diligent work done by senior 
age in the public eye, which leaves their homes at first light and works for the duration of the day until 
nightfall. Such people endeavor a great deal to keep their home running. The elderly couple Petey and Meg 
give the impression of being immovably moored in their everyday life. Their poor dinners speak to the 
disturbance in their everyday life. This paper thusly features the accompanying as contained in the play: 
Pinter's winged animal eye see, a puzzle play, paranoiac hero, sadness,and peculiarity, animosity an 
existential apparatus, personality and disengagement, existential dialect, and endeavor to survive. 

 
BIRDS EYE VIEWS OF HAROLD PINTERS: 
 Harold Pinter's plays still a perplex group of onlookers and faultfinders after just about fifty long 
stretches of associate with his work. Pinter in his play The Birthday Party communicates his own vision of 
taking a gander at the milieu of the cutting edge age. He utilizes mental gadgets to introduce melancholic 
post-war human torment. In this play, he utilizes six people to portray the situation and changes in life. 
Among these six, Goldberg and McCann are the foes who abuse different characters. They treat Stanley 
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severely, who loses all sense of direction in considerations, endeavors incredible endeavors to think, 
envision and talk however is frail to do as such. 
 
A MYSTERIOUS PLAY: 
 The Birthday Party is a secretive play since we are insensible of Stanley's motivation of anguish and 
worry; and Goldberg McCann's central goal. The group of onlookers and in addition McCann stay 
uninformed of their expectation to visit the lodging. The match brings an emanation of tension and hazard to 
the group of onlookers. Goldberg and McCann incidentally speak to Jews and Irish separately, two of the 
most abused, aggrieved networks that progress toward becoming tormentors. The play is named as 'Comic 
drama of Menace' because of its clever and tormenting dread experiencing its scenes and scenes. In many 
occasions, the gathering of people is entertained at the equivocal hazard of Stanley. Pinter with respect to 
Goldberg and McCann pronounces, “the progressive system, the Establishment, the judges, the socio-
religious creatures land to impact adjustment and rebuke upon an individual from the club who has disposed 
of duty”. 
 
PARANOIAC CHARACTER: 
 Kirby, one of the eminent commentators expresses: “The Birthday Party institutes with accuracy a 
reading material instance of mental breakdown”. The play delineates mental and mental meltdown of after 
war people and their ontological issues that human culture plentifully experienced. The risk that has 
colonized the hearts of post-war people has impaired them both physically and rationally. Ludicrous people 
would prefer not to get presented to outer world and experience dread of outsiders. Stanley feels the 
outrageous dread from the world outside and, so he places himself in segregation. Stanley discovers shelter 
in Meg and Petey at the lodging and the minute he is educated by Meg about the visit of two noblemen he 
loses his temper and starts to act abnormally in a vicious way. He turns vicious and starts to carry on in an 
inauspicious way that shows his feeling of danger. His conduct and motions mirror that he has conferred 
certain transgression thus he feels regretful. Stanley stays agreeable till the two refined men land at the 
motel. The minute they go into the house, the madness and inconvenience start to hold tight Stanley and 
their passage quickly modifies the entire condition of the house by causing fear among the characters. Like 
Kafka, Pinter is distracted with dread, uneasiness,and fear of the individuals in the general public. 
 
INEPTNESS AND STRANGENESS: 
 In the expressions of Naismith: “Amid the twentieth century the individual has turned out to be 
progressively estranged and removed from the focuses of intensity”. The play mirrors the condition of mid-
twentieth century youth lost and sad. The sit and repulsive life that Stanley lives is seen by Meg's nearby 
neighbor Lulu who views him as occupied. Lulu shows up an uncomplicated character and a young lady of 
little profundity. She appears as a dull young lady through her exercises yet sets out to restore Stanley's 
inactive soul. She sees the preposterous mentality of Stanley and wants him to feel quiet and loose, and 
relinquish all stresses and tragedies. She thumps down Stanley for being soiled and grimy, “Why not have a 
wash? You look awful”. “Turn out and get a touch of air. You discourage me from resembling that”. 
Nonetheless, Meg feels glad and extraordinary joy because of the gathering composed by Goldberg also, 
McCann and offers bliss, “I'll put on my gathering dress”; “I trust I look pleasant in my dress”. Meg presents 
Stanley the drum as a birthday present since he has not played the piano for quite a while. Stanley starts to 
beat the drum tenderly, musically with music that satisfied both Meg and the gathering of people; yet out of 
the blue, he whipped the drum intensely, viciously and fiercely. It seems like the most exceedingly bad 
experience of past has struck to his mind and he couldn't hold his temper and loses awareness. Pinter as a 
specialist distinguished Stanley's distrustfulness. From Stanley's non-sensible exercises, we watch that he has 
been experiencing post-horrendous pressure issue that more than once overpowers him throughout the 
play. 
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IDENTITY AND ISOLATION: 
 From the mental perspective, Pinter proclaims the play to be a procedure of development toward 
development from the warm and comfortable universe of youth. Pinter's plays start with chuckling, utilize 
the comic component and swing to mental and physical savagery quickly. All through these stages, the play 
rotates around the personality emergency so pivotal to existentialism and the Theater of the Absurd. Pinter's 
plays are all the more confusing to the gathering of people and more hazardous toward the end. The play 
appears, how a man over the span of others' diversion is disregarded and deserted totally. The individual 
character is consigned to the foundation. Both Lulu and Meg appreciate the gathering with Goldberg and 
McCann individually, while Stanley, in solitude, endures amid their festival. Stanley is profoundly lost in his 
contemplations in separation and none focuses on his despondency. They chose to play the session of 
visually impaired man's buff and keeping in mind that Stanley is blindfolded, McCann pounds down his 
glasses and puts the drum in his approach to give him a chance to fall down in disfavor. Gathering of people 
feels his melancholy state of mind and misshaped body that is relatively injured. Pinter has watched and 
appeared to the world the character emergency that harmed the human culture and place people into 
endless preposterousness. 
 
STRIVE TO SURVIVE: 
 The issue with the cutting edge youth is that they do not have the power and certainty, and can't 
safeguard against tormenters however terribly persecuted. So they are seriously tormented and are unfit to 
see their quality. Such individuals think that its hard to survive and endeavor to free themselves from 
tormenting tensions. Stanley's genuine feelings of serenity at the motel arrives at its decision the minute 
gatecrashers go into the house and exacerbates over the span of their remain. At first, Pinter's enemies 
seem, by all accounts, to be casualties however as the play continues, they uncover their character through 
skilful exchanges on the stage e.g. Goldberg and McCann express their situation at first sight yet later we 
judge them both as foes since they exasperate and tormented Stanley rationally and physically, all through 
the play. Stanley seems to have lost his sense since Goldberg and McCann went into the house, however 
subsequent to examining the play it is seen that they had really endeavored to put Stanley out of the 
ludicrous, dread, and nervousness from which he was enduring. They need to put a live soul in his body to 
give him a chance to carry on with a free and dependable life which he has surrendered. Finally, Stanley has 
turned into a pathetic figure, alive cadaver, unfit to absolute a solitary word and is at last hauled out of 
motel by Goldberg and McCann. So Stanley is grabbed, tormented and taken away in an auto by them. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 In this way, the play mirrors the crazy condition of the people in the second 50% of the twentieth 
century. It displays the terribleness and despondency in man's life. Pinter's characters are stupefied. They 
have placed themselves in absolute dimness and can't perceive their actual nature and reason. The cutting-
edge life at every single example stunned the general people in the post-war Western culture. The play 
proclaims the multidimensional confusion, discretion and irrational scenes at their virtual exteriors. It 
fortifies the possibility of tactful answer for the current human scrapes that have distressed and injured the 
social orders. The socio-political components render the people useless. Presence is addressed and longing 
to look for self-character stays unsatisfied as the scan for personality stays uncertain and subtle. 
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